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1 Introdution

Within-industry heterogeneity in organizational form, orporate infrastruture, and

ontratual hoie is well-doumented empirially (see, e.g., Gibbons, 2010, for a

survey). One partiular dimension of this heterogeneity is the extent to whih �rms

enourage, tolerate, or santion their employees' pursuit of areer onerns, suh as

attaining redentials, aquiring experiene, engage in ativities that are valued as sig-

nal of ability. For instane, �rms' orporate ulture may emphasize ompetitiveness

and performane in the labor market, or work-life-balane and ooperation. Indeed,

management praties di�er substantially in terms of whether over-time work is ex-

peted, systemati performane monitoring is used, and the disretion employees

have over their task hoie.

1

This heterogeneity is also manifest in �rms' infrastru-

tural investments. A ase in point are silion valley �rms, where the provision of

perks is ommon. Some of these perks seem aimed at dereasing stress and inreas-

ing employees' well being (e.g., on-site sports failities, massage servies, or game

rooms). Others appear to failitate the generation of signals, for instane about em-

ployees' workload apaity (e.g., providing onierge servies, free food and a taxi

home when working late).

2

One possible explanation is unobserved heterogeneity, i.e. di�erent �rms maxi-

mize output through di�erent organizational forms. Evidene by Perlow and Porter

(2009) suggests otherwise. They report on a four-years experiment at several of-

�es of the Boston Consulting Group, where �people believe that a 24/7 work ethi

is essential for getting ahead, so they work 60-plus hours a week and are slaves of

1

For instane, the Workplae Relations Survey 2011 shows onsiderable heterogeneity in the

share of managers who opt out of working time regulation at U.K. �rms, ontrolling for industry.

Organizational hoies is related to the provision of signals about workers' ability: in �rms where

managerial ompensation is set by higher management observing individual behavior (instead of

olletive bargaining or independent pay review) employees are more likely to state that overtime

work is neessary for promotion. See also the ross-ountry evidene olleted by Bloom and Van

Reenen (2007).

2

Other examples inlude Google's one day a week for your own projet or free laundry and

leaning servies, whih seem onduive to the aumulation of job related signals and redentials,

and lake aess on Mirosoft's ampus or free onert tikets, whih will likely have the opposite

e�et.
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their BlakBerry.�

3

The treatment onsisted of foring people to take time o�. Eah

member of the treatment teams had to leave the o�e without aess to email or

BlakBerry for a period of either one full day or one evening per week, depending on

the version of the treatment. The projet was met with strong resistane by the on-

sultants, who would have preferred to ontinue working. The e�et of the treatment

was that partiipants reported �more open ommuniation, inreased learning and

development, and a better produt delivered to the lient.�

4

That is, inentives to

generate signals appear to have determined working behavior and task hoie, and

to have a�eted output.

In this paper we argue that tehnologially similar �rms di�er in their optimal

organizational hoie beause areer onerns distort their employees' task hoies.

Employees have an inentive to over-invest in omplex, visible tasks that generate

signals about their ability. When employees have private information about the

pro�tability of di�erent tasks (that is, they have expert knowledge), their inentive

to generate signals a�ets the optimal infrastruture investments and reward shemes

set by �rms. If employees di�er in the strength of their areer onerns, ompanies

that are very similar in tehnology and employee harateristis may nevertheless

use substantially di�erent organizational forms, in partiular with respet to whether

employees are enouraged or disouraged to engage in ativities that generate signals

about their ability.

When employees' bias toward visible tasks an lead to losses, �rms may distort

their organizational investments toward employee perks that are omplementary to

idleness. However, for agents who derive high value from generating signals on the

job, the reward for idleness neessary to balane inentives may be very ostly. In

this ase the optimal organizational form looks substantially di�erent, and enour-

ages agents to work on onspiuous projets while disouraging idleness, though it

oasionally results in ine�ient task hoies. Therefore small di�erenes in the

strength of employees' areer onerns an generate substantial variety in �rms' or-

ganizational hoies and in the extent to whih they tolerate and reward idleness.

5

3

Perlow and Porter (2009) page 1.

4

Ibid. page 4.

5

Indeed, ompanies that are ranked highly by their employees on employer review sites suh as
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This reasoning applies to areas other than orporate organizational hoie. For

example, physiians may be subjet to areer onerns in form of outome measures

suh as report ards (see e.g. Kolstad, 2012, Varkevisser, van der Geest and Shut,

2012). Some health are plans in the U.S. expliitly reward physiians for inativity

by way of bonuses, fee withholds, and expanded apitation (see Orentliher, 1996).

6

In addition to ontrats that reward inativity, other forms (e.g., apitation or fee-

for-servie) are also widely used, generating substantial ontratual heterogeneity.

The argument also extends to ases where agents, instead of remaining idle, may

pursue other produtive tasks that do not generate any signal about the agents'

abilities. Interpreting teahing as a routine task, aademia seems a ase in point;

universities have substantial ontratual heterogeneity with respet to rewards for

teahing and researh.

To formalize our argument we use a prinipal-agent model. The agents' produ-

tivities are unknown, but their expeted values are publily observable. An agent

hooses to perform one of two tasks. One task is routine and its outome is inde-

pendent of the agent's produtivity; it may be interpreted as idleness. The other

task is omplex, its outome is unertain, and its probability of suess depends on

the agent's produtivity. Its expeted return is known only to the agent and may

exeed or fall short of the pro�t of the routine task. Hene, the visible task an be

interpreted as starting a new projet, initiating a merger, or launhing a marketing

ampaign. The task is visible: its outome is publily observable and generates a

signal about the agent's produtivity.

Prinipals invest in two types of orporate infrastruture: produtive perks (e.g.,

large o�e spae or a powerful omputer) that are omplementary to the visible task,

and employee perks (e.g., a free afeteria or game rooms) that are omplementary

to staying idle. Labor ontrats that respet limited liability fall into one of two

regimes: �exible ontrats indue the agent to hoose a task onditional on the tasks'

vault.om in terms of the "ability to hallenge employees" and "promotion prospets" tend to fare

relatively worse in terms of "hours in the o�e" in many setors.

6

Bonuses, fee withholds, and expanded apitation work roughly as follows: if the total ost of

treatments presribed by a physiian falls short of the prespei�ed amount, the physiian reeives

a bonus payment.
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expeted pro�tabilities, while rigid ontrats indue the agent to hoose a spei�

task independently of its pro�tability.

Beause an agent lives for two periods, hoosing the visible task when young

a�ets the agent's expeted produtivity and payo� when old. That is, agents have

areer onerns, whih are stronger the less informative the prior belief about their

produtivity is. In the labor market equilibrium the type of ontrat o�ered and

the level and omposition of orporate infrastruture depend on an agent's market

value and the strength of his areer onerns. Higher market value a�ets organiza-

tional hoie beause being able to generate signals on the job is part of an agent's

ompensation. Stronger areer onerns inrease the ost of satisfying inentive om-

patibility in a �exible ontrat. Hene, all old agents (who have no areer onerns)

obtain �exible ontrats that maximize expeted output. For young agents (who

have areer onerns), satisfying inentive ompatibility may require the omposi-

tion of orporate investments to be distorted. Given a young and an old agent of

equal produtivity who both obtain �exible ontrats, employee perks are higher and

produtive perks are lower for the young agent than for the old agent.

Career onerns generate heterogeneity in ontratual and organizational hoie

for the young. Young agents who have high market value, high expeted produtivity,

and thus relatively low areer onerns (�proven talents�) reeive �exible ontrats.

These ontrats implement the pro�t-maximizing task hoie and e�ient invest-

ment. Young agents of intermediate expeted produtivity (�high potentials�) have

intermediate market value and derive high value from generating a signal. For these

agents, a �exible ontrat that rewards idleness to balane inentives is very ostly to

implement. They reeive rigid ontrats that implement the visible task regardless

of its return. This regime orresponds to organizations with strong emphasis on long

working hours, where idleness is disouraged. Finally, agents with low expeted pro-

dutivity and low market value but strong areer onerns (�hidden gems�) reeive

�exible ontrats. Low market value and limited liability ause orporate investment

to be distorted downwards, partiularly for produtive perks. The value of gener-

ating a signal may be high enough for these agents, suh that using rigid instead

of �exible ontrats inreases aggregate surplus. However, limited liability makes

it impossible to ompensate the prinipal for the loss in expeted pro�t aused by
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swithing to a rigid ontrat. Beause the di�erent regimes are determined by ut-

o� produtivity levels, orporate investment in perks is disontinuous in employees'

expeted produtivity.

1.1 Related Literature

Previous work has attributed the use of perks to their produtive harateristis, as in

the ase of high-quality o�e equipment or aess to orporate jets (see Marino and

Zábojník, 2008, Rajan and Wulf, 2006). Some studies have also interpreted perks as

non-monetary remuneration substituting for ash payments (see, e.g., Rosen, 1986).

7

In addition to these explanations, we argue that the omposition of perks is likely to

a�et an employee's optimal hoie of tasks. Finally, perks have been attributed to

managerial disretionary power over free ash �ow (see, e.g., Jensen, 1986, Bebhuk

and Fried, 2004), whih applies if deisions on perks are made by the ones who

bene�t. However, this possibility does not arise in our setup.

This paper is related to the literature on areer onerns and inentives started

by Gibbons and Murphy (1992). Within this literature, several authors desribe dis-

tortions in prinipal-agent settings due to areer onerns, suh as exessive or too

little risk taking (Hermalin, 1993, Hirshleifer and Thakor, 1992), over-investment in

or under-usage of information (Sharfstein and Stein, 1990, Milbourn et al., 2001),

over-provision of e�ort (Holmström, 1999), or distorted projet hoie (Holmström

and Riart i Costa, 1986, Narayanan, 1985). Kaarbøe and Olsen (2006) analyze

the e�ets of areer onerns on optimal ontrats in a multi-task setting where the

prinipal knows the tasks' produtivities, whereas we are onerned with the ase

when tasks' produtivities are private information. Harstad (2007) analyzes a similar

setting where a �rm's organizational hoie a�ets the transpareny of the managers'

signals. By design �rms extrat the full value of signaling and therefore pro�t from

inreasing transpareny and harging the manager. Beause of heterogeneity in a-

reer onerns, in our model some �rms disourage generating signals while others

7

In a similar vein Holmström and Milgrom (1991) �nd that allowing for over-investment in less

produtive tasks in a multi-tasking environment an be optimal in the presene of risk aversion, if

the agent's partiipation onstraint binds.
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enourage it. Raith (2008) examines an ageny setting with private information on

task produtivity and determines the optimal use of input and output monitoring

without areer onerns.

Oyer (2008) and Kvaløy and Shöttner (2011) also examine the use of non-

monetary rewards to reate inentives for workers. Oyer (2008) fouses on the use

of bene�t pakages, and Kvaløy and Shöttner (2011) are onerned with �motiva-

tional e�ort�: ostly ations that derease the worker's disutility of e�ort. Both use

a single-task environment and remain silent on issues of task hoie.

This paper also onnets to the literature on delegation and experts. The study

losest to ours is probably Prat (2005), where an expert with areer onerns has an

inentive to report untruthfully to onform with the market's prior expetation (see

also Prendergast, 1993). Prat (2005) onludes that avoiding full transpareny on

the agent's ation may be desirable. This paper is onerned with investments om-

plementary to tasks as a response to distortions of inentives due to areer onerns.

Heterogeneity of organizational forms and produtivities is also a result in Gib-

bons et al. (2011) and Legros and Newman (2012). Their fous is on organizational

hoie in terms of ownership and ontrol rights. The output market prie determines

�rms' organizational hoies, whih in turn a�et the prie. In Gibbons et al. (2011)

the market prie onveys a signal about the aggregate state of the world, whih leads

some �rms to hoose organizational forms that generate information and others to

free-ride on the information ontained in the market prie. In Legros and Newman

(2012), the market prie determines the severity of nontransferabilities within �rms,

whih in turn determine ownership hoies. Heterogeneity in ownership is neessary

to generate a ontinuous aggregate supply funtion and guarantees the existene of

the ompetitive equilibrium. Our paper omplements their analysis, exploring hoies

of orporate infrastruture and labor ontrats in response to areer onerns.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues the the-

oretial framework, Setion 3 solves a simpli�ed version of the model that highlights

the intuition for our main results, Setion 4 solves the full model, Setion 5 disusses

some possible extensions of the model, and setion 6 onludes.
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2 The Model

2.1 Agents

An eonomy is populated by a ontinuum of agents i ∈ I and a ontinuum of ho-

mogeneous prinipals j ∈ J . Both agents and prinipals are endowed with measure

1. Agents are born with zero wealth, live for two periods, and are heterogeneous in

their produtivity type p ∈ {p; p}, with 0 < p < p < 1. Produtivity is unobservable

to both agents and prinipals. Denote a young agent's expeted produtivity as

p̃ = E[p].

2.2 Prodution

Prinipals and agents jointly generate output in �rms of size 2. Setting up a �rm

requires a �xed ost F . In a �rm, the agent works on one of two tasks d ∈ {a, b}.
Task b is a routine task that yields revenue 0 for the prinipal.

8

In ontrast, task

a is omplex and may be ompleted suessfully (S) or result in a failure (F ). The

probability of suess in task a is given by the agent's produtivity p. In ase of

suess, revenue R(s) arues to the prinipal; if the agent fails, revenue is R(s) <

R(s). Revenue depends on the state of the world s ∈ {A,B}. Let R(s, p) = pR(s) +

(1 − p)R(s) denote the expeted revenue in state s given produtivity p. The state

of the world is the agent's private information. In other words, the agent has expert

knowledge about the expeted pro�tability of task a. For ease of exposition, suppose

that the agent has full information about the state s, while the prinipal only knows

the prior.

Task a is best interpreted as starting a new projet, suh as developing a new

produt, whih requires the prinipal to ommit some of the ompany's resoures.

These resoures will be lost if the agent fails. If instead the agent sueeds, the

produt is launhed. Its pro�tability depends on the �rm spei�, independently

8

This extreme ase, where b is unprodutive and uninformative (i.e., staying idle) e�etively

illustrates our main point: areer onerns generate diversity in organizational hoie and may

lead �rms to reward idleness. Our results arry over qualitatively when the revenue from task b is

positive, see Setion 5.2 for a disussion.
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drawn state s, whih is A with probability q and B with 1 − q. This setup allows

for an interesting ase where task a maximizes revenue in state A and task b in the

other. Therefore, assume that

R(A, p) > 0 ≥ R(B, p) for all p ∈ {p; p}. (A1)

This assumption aptures situations where the produt may �op and fail to break

even, quality problems may hurt the �rm's reputation, or design �aws may trigger

legal ations and �nes. In suh ases the agent often has expert knowledge and

is better informed about the expeted return on the projet than the prinipal.

9

Finally, suess and failure are publily revealed at the end of eah period, as in

Harris and Holmström (1982).

2.3 Corporate Investments in Infrastruture

When performing a given task, an agent inurs a utility ost cd depending on the task

hosen. As in Oyer (2008), this ost an be a�eted by the prinipal's investments,

whih are denoted by ka and kb:

cb(kb) = −kb and ca(ka) = c− ka.

ka represents investment in orporate infrastruture omplementary to prodution,

suh as o�e spae, powerful omputers, and high quality furniture, whih will be

referred to as produtive perks. In ontrast, kb is investment in orporate infrastru-

ture omplementary to leisure, suh as swimming pools, limbing walls and game

rooms, whih will be referred to as employee perks. Note that ka and kb may apture

investments in orporate ulture, whih determine, for instane, the extent to whih

an agent's suessful performane is rewarded by soial esteem. The ost of either

investment is onvex. Let the ost funtion be given by (k2
a + k2

b )/2 for notational

onveniene. Assume that

c > q.

9

Note that this ase is also onsistent with interpreting s as the agent's physial state (whih,

for instane, may re�et health or alertness) if the agent has private information about the state,

onditional on all observables suh as previous workload.
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This assumption guarantees that performing task a is ostly for the agent in an

e�ient alloation. Finally, suppose that the setup ost F is high enough to render

idle �rms unpro�table in the sense that the total surplus is negative if the agent

hooses task b with ertainty: F ≥ 1/2.

2.4 Contratual Environment and Payo�s

In a �rm (i, j), ontrats speify the prinipal's investments (ka, kb) and payments

wd ≥ 0 ontingent on tasks d = a, b. Beause agents have no wealth, ontrats

must respet limited liability and indue non-negative payments. Task hoie and

the outome of task a are publily observable.

10

Individuals an only sign short-term

ontrats (equivalently, parties an renegotiate any long-term ontrat). Contrats

may ondition on whether an agent is young or old.

That is, in eah period a mathed agent obtains payo� u = wb + kb if the task

hosen was b and u = wa − c + ka if it was a. Correspondingly, a prinipal's payo�

is π = −wb − κ if task b was hosen and Eπ = R(s, p̃) − wa − κ otherwise, where

κ = F + (k2
a + k2

b )/2. There is no disounting.

2.5 Timing of Events

In eah period, events in this eonomy unfold as follows:

1. Prinipals and agents math in a fritionless labor market, and sign binding

short-term ontrats.

2. Prinipals invest as spei�ed in the ontrat.

3. Within eah math (i, j), a state of the world s ∈ {A,B} is realized.

4. The agent hooses task a or task b.

10

Making payment onditional on the outome of task a will typially not be pro�table, beause

agents do not hoose e�ort in this model. Exploring the relation between inentive power and

the generation of signals on the job is left to future researh. Conditioning payments on revenue

(that is, the state) will leave our results qualitatively unhanged, beause limited liability limits the

prinipal's ability to punish the agent.
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5. Suesses and failures in task a are realized, revenue arues, and payments

are made.

A labor market equilibrium is an individually rational, stable alloation of pairs

of one prinipal and one agent, suh that there is no pair of prinipal and agent who

an obtain a stritly higher joint payo� if they math and sign a ontrat of the form

(ka, kb, wa, wb).

In eah period t, a measure 1 of prinipals ompetes for a measure 1 of agents,

with measure 1/2 of young and old agents eah. Suppose that the distribution of

young agents' expeted produtivities p̃ has full support on [p, p]. This assumption

su�es to guarantee the stationarity of our simple labor market.

3 A Benhmark without Limited Liability

We start by examining a simpli�ed version of the model without imposing limited

liability. That is, payments wa and wb an be negative. In this ase, investments

and task hoie are e�ient onditional on agents' areer onerns, as we will show.

Hene, this simple version serves as an e�ieny benhmark of a soial planner who

maximizes aggregate utility but annot observe agents' produtivities.

11

In the benhmark, �rms' ontratual and organizational hoies respond to agents'

areer onerns, whih yields substantial organizational heterogeneity, and allows for

organizations that tolerate and organizations that reward idleness. These results

arry over to the full model with limited liability. However, under limited liability,

orporate investments need not be e�ient, whih adds another soure of organi-

zational heterogeneity and auses some �rms to reward idleness by hanging the

omposition of orporate investments.

Consider the optimal hoie of a ontrat (wa, wb, ka, kb) by a prinipal in a �rm

with a given agent who has produtivity p̃ and outside option u, whih will be

derived endogenously as the equilibrium market payo�. We distinguish between a

rigid ontrat implementing task a independently of the state of the world and a

11

In a �rst best, when agents' produtivities are observable, there are neither areer onerns nor

ontratual and organizational heterogeneity.
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�exible ontrat implementing task a in state A and task b in state B.

12

3.1 Old Agents

We examine the ase of an old agent �rst, beause the expeted payo�s when old

will determine the areer onerns when young. Inentive ompatibility of a �exible

ontrat requires the agent to be indi�erent between tasks a and b, that is

wa − c+ ka = wb + kb.

The partiipation onstraint for the agent is

q(wa − c+ ka) + (1− q)(wb + kb) ≥ u.

Inentive ompatibility implies that the payo�s in eah state have to be individually

rational: wb + kb ≥ u and wa − c+ ka ≥ u. The prinipal's expeted payo� is

π = q(R(A, p̃)− wa)− (1− q)wb − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F. (1)

As the prinipal's payo� dereases in wa, wb, ka and kb, the partiipation onstraint

has to bind and

wb + kb = u = wa − c + ka.

That is, payments are wa = u+ c− q and wb = u− (1− q). Using this result on (1)

yields

π = q(R(A, p̃)− c+ ka) + (1− q)kb − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F − u.

Therefore, investment hoies ka = q and kb = 1 − q maximize both the prinipal's

payo� onditional on the agent's outside option u and the joint payo�.

Consider now a rigid ontrat. Inentive ompatibility and individual rationality

require

wa − c+ ka ≥ wb + kb and wa − c+ ka ≥ u,

12

A ontrat implementing task b independently of the state of the world generates negative

surplus beause F > 1/2. A ontrat implementing task a in state B and task b in state A

generates negative expeted surplus beause of Assumption A1.
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respetively. The prinipal's expeted payo� is

π = qR(A, p̃) + (1− q)R(B, p̃)− c− wa − wb − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F. (2)

To maximize π, the prinipal hooses kb = 0 and wb = 0, and the partiipation

onstraint must bind. Using this on (2) implies that ka = 1, whih also maximizes

the joint payo� of a prinipal and an agent, as shown above. The wage for task a is

then wa = u+ c− 1.

Inspeting the payo�s of a prinipal and an old agent, a �exible ontrat Pareto

dominates a rigid one if R(B, p̃)− (c− q) < 0, whih is implied by Assumption A1.

The joint payo� under a �exible ontrat is positive only if

p̃ ≥
c− q + 1 + F

q
− 1

2q
−R(A)

R(A)− R(A)
:= p̄∗o.

That is, p̄∗o denotes the minimum produtivity required by a prinipal hiring an

old agent with u = 0. Assume that a �exible ontrat with e�ient investments

is pro�table for old agents with high produtivity p, but not for those with low

produtivity p:

R(A, p) < c− q + 1 + F/q − 1/(2q) < R(A, p). (A2)

This means that old agents with p̃ < p̄∗o remain unmathed and that produtive

agents are sare. Therefore prinipals ompete for agents who an generate positive

expeted output. This ompetition, in turn, implies that prinipals obtain zero

pro�ts in equilibrium, the same as their payo� when remaining unmathed. This

impliation pins down the labor market equilibrium payo�s for old agents (whih

must equal the outside option u in eah math):

u∗

o(p̃) =

{

q(R(A, p̃)− c) + q2+(1−q)2

2
− F if p̃ ≥ p̄∗o,

0 if p̃ < p̄∗o,
(3)

3.2 Career Conerns

In ontrast to old agents, young agents have areer onerns, beause failing or

sueeding at task a provides an informative signal about their produtivity, while
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remaining idle � either hoosing task b or remaining unmathed � does not. Consider

a young agent with expeted produtivity p̃. Denote the posterior expetation of p̃

by pI(p̃) if the agent remained idle in period 1, by pF (p̃) if the agent failed at task

a, and by pS(p̃) if the agent sueeded. Applying Bayes's formula (see the appendix

for details) yields the following statement.

Lemma 1. An old agent's expeted produtivity is pS(p̃) = p + p − p p

p̃
after task a

was suessfully ompleted, pF (p̃) =
p̃(1−p−p)+pp

1−p̃
after a failure to omplete task a,

and pI(p̃) = p̃ otherwise.

Clearly pF (p̃) < pI(p̃) = p̃ < pS(p̃). Denote by s∗(p̃) the value of the signal gen-

erated by a young agent with expeted produtivity p̃ in task a. Beause individuals

are risk neutral, the signal value is given by

s∗(p̃) = p̃u∗

o(pS(p̃)) + (1− p̃)u∗

o(pF (p̃))− u∗

o(p̃). (4)

Reall that an old agent's equilibrium payo� u∗

o(p̃o) given by (3) stritly inreases, is

pieewise linear and has a kink at p̄∗o. Therefore

s∗(p̃) =











p̃u∗

o(pS(p̃)) if p̃ ≤ p̄∗o < pS(p̃)

p̃u∗

o(pS(p̃))− u∗

o(p̃) if pF (p̃) < p̄∗o < p̃

0 otherwise.

Hene, s∗(p̃) ≥ 0 for all p̃ ∈ [p; p], stritly inreases on p̃ < p̄∗o < pS(p̃), and stritly

dereases on pF (p̃) < p̄∗o < p̃, implying that s∗(p̄∗o) > 0. That is, generating a publi

signal has a positive value for agents with produtivity p̃ in the neighborhood of p̄∗o.

Note that this result remains true even if the agents are averse to risk. In general,

the value of generating a publi signal will derease with the degree of the agents'

risk aversion, but will remain positive in the neighborhood of p̄∗o, leaving the shape

of the funtion s∗(p̃) qualitatively unhanged. All the results we will derive in the

next setions depend on this shape, and will be qualitatively unhanged by the

introdution of risk aversion.

3.3 Young Agents

The ontratual hoie for young agents will respond to areer onerns. We start

again with a �exible ontrat. Inentive ompatibility and individual rationality
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require

wa + s∗(p̃)− c+ ka = wb + kb and q(wa + s∗(p̃)− c+ ka) + (1− q)(wb + kb) ≥ u,

where u denotes again the agent's outside option. The prinipal's payo� is

π = q(R(A, p̃)− wa)− (1− q)wb − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F. (5)

Similar to the ase of old agents, investments will be hosen e�iently, ka = q and

kb = 1− q. Assoiated payments are wa = c+ u− q − s∗(p̃) and wb = u− (1− q).

For a rigid ontrat inentive ompatibility and individual rationality require

wa + s∗(p̃)− c + ka ≥ wb + kb and wa + s∗(æildep)− c+ ka ≥ u.

The prinipal's payo� is

π = qR(A, p̃) + (1− q)R(B, p̃)− wa − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F.

As shown above, optimally kb = 0, wb = 0, ka = 1, but wa = u + c − s∗(p̃) − 1.

Compared with an old agent, the presene of areer onerns lowers the monetary

payment to the young agent and redues the ost of implementing a rigid ontrat.

Beause of the areer onerns a rigid ontrat may Pareto dominate a �exible

one for a young agent if the signal value s∗(p̃) is su�iently high, that is, whenever

c− q−R(B, p̃) < s∗(p̃). Again there is a minimum produtivity p̄∗y required to break

even. Young agents are employed at lower produtivity than old agents, p̄∗y < p̄∗o,

beause young agents with expeted produtivity in the neighborhood of p̄∗o value the

signal generated by task a, whih partly ompensates their e�ort ost c. Therefore

young agents work for less remuneration than old agents of the same produtivity.

The following proposition summarizes these results, see the appendix for details.

Proposition 2 (Benhmark Equilibrium Alloation). Old agents with p̃ are mathed

and reeive a �exible ontrat if p̃ ≥ p̄∗o > 0, and remain unmathed otherwise. Their

equilibrium payo�s u∗

o(p̃) are given by (3).

Young agents with p̃ derive positive value from generating a signal, s∗(p̃) ≥ 0,

with s∗(p̃) > 0 for p̃ in the neighborhood of p̄∗o. They are mathed to a prinipal if

p̃ ≥ p̄∗y with p̄∗y < p̄∗o. They reeive a �exible ontrat if c− q − s∗(p̃) ≥ R(B, p̃) and

a rigid ontrat otherwise. Young agents with p̃ < p̄∗y remain unmathed.

This alloation maximizes aggregate surplus.
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To assess whether rigid ontrats are used in the benhmark equilibrium and, if

so, who uses them, we note that s∗(p̃) onverges to 0 as p̃ approahes p and that

�exible ontrats are used for high produtivity agents. Given that both s∗(p̃) and

R(B, p̃) are (pieewise) linear funtions of p̃, and that s∗(p̃) attains a maximum at

p̄∗o, we derive the following statement. Details are in the appendix.

Proposition 3 (Benhmark Organizational Choie). Suppose that R(B, p̃) is su�-

iently lose to 0 for p̃ ∈ [p, p] and that q < c is su�iently lose to c. Then there

are thresholds p̄∗y ≤ p∗1 < p∗2 < p suh that the optimal ontrat for a young agent is

(i) �exible for p̄∗y ≤ p̃ ≤ p∗1,

(ii) rigid for p∗1 ≤ p̃ ≤ p∗2,

(iii) �exible for p∗2 ≤ p̃ ≤ p.

An agent with marginal produtivity reeives a rigid ontrat, p∗1 = p̄∗y, if q ≥ 1/2.

That is, areer onerns an generate organizational and ontratual heterogene-

ity in �rms that employ young agents.

4 Labor Market Equilibrium with Limited Liability

We now turn to the equilibrium behavior of prinipals and agents when ontrats

have to respet limited liability (i.e., wa, wb ≥ 0). Introduing this assumption

has two e�ets. First, ompared with the benhmark investments may be distorted

downwards simply beause the agent annot pay for them. More subtly, for young

agents reeiving a �exible ontrat the mix of investments may be biased towards

employee perks to ompensate for the signal value. That is, idleness may be rewarded

by means of orporate investment. To solve for the optimal ontrat, we onsider

again a pair of prinipal and agent with outside option u, whih will later be derived

endogenously as the market equilibrium payo�s.

4.1 Old Agents

As above, we start with the problem for old agents. A prinipal who uses a �exible

ontrat maximizes the payo�

π = q(R(A, p̃)− wa)− (1− q)wb − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F,
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subjet to inentive ompatibility and individual rationality

wb + kb = wa − c+ ka and q(wa − c+ ka) + (1− q)(wb + kb) ≥ u.

As above the partiipation onstraint has to bind. Reall that ka = q is the e�ient

investment in produtive perks. Compensating the agent in kind by inreasing ka is

heaper for the prinipal than using a ash payment whenever ka < q. Beause q < c

setting ka = q and wa = u + c − q satis�es limited liability. In ontrast, e�ient

investments in employee perks (that is kb = 1−q and wb = u−(1−q)) are ompatible

with limited liability only if u ≥ 1− q. Otherwise kb = u and wb = 0.

That is, under a �exible ontrat both types of investments are provided, but

they are provided only to the extent required to satisfy the partiipation onstraint.

Limited liability may indue under-investment in employee perks for old agents. As

in the benhmark ase the optimal ontrat takes the form of a base salary and a

bonus for task a.

Consider now a rigid ontrat. Inentive ompatibility and individual rationality

require

wa − c+ ka ≥ wb + kb and wa − c+ ka ≥ u,

The prinipal's payo� is

π = qR(A, p̃) + (1− q)R(B, p̃)− c− wa − wb − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F.

As above kb = 0, and wb = 0, and the partiipation onstraint binds. E�ient

investment in produtive perks (ka = 1 and wa = u− 1+ c) satis�es limited liability

only if u ≥ 1− c. Otherwise, ka = u+ c and wa = 0.

A rigid ontrat thus disourages idleness and is aompanied by substantial

produtive perks ka but no employee perks kb. Under-investment in produtive perks

ompared with the benhmark is possible for agents with low outside options.

Comparing individual payo�s under the di�erent ontratual regimes yields the

following statement (see the appendix for details).

Proposition 4. In a math of a prinipal and an old agent, a �exible ontrat Pareto
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dominates a rigid ontrat if R(B, p̃) ≤ 0. An old agent is hired only if

q(R(A, p̃)− c) + (q2 + (1− q)2)/2− F ≥ u if u ≥ 1− q,

q(R(A, p̃)− c) + q2/2− F ≥ qu+ u2/2 if u < 1− q.

Corporate investments ka and kb oinide with the benhmark if u ≥ 1− q, otherwise

there is under-investment in kb.

As in the benhmark, �exible ontrats always dominate rigid ones under As-

sumption (A1). Old agents are employed only if their expeted produtivity is high

enough and they all reeive �exible ontrats. Limited liability distorts investments

for low outside options u < 1 − q, beause employee perks alone satisfy individual

rationality. Therefore, the minimum produtivity required to break even in expeta-

tion is higher here than in the benhmark. Agents who are able to generate positive

surplus are thus sare, and prinipals obtain zero pro�ts in equilibrium. This de-

termines old agents' equilibrium payo�s. Details are in the appendix.

Proposition 5. In a labor market equilibrium, all old agents with expeted produ-

tivity p̃ ≥ p̄o are employed and obtain �exible ontrats, with

p̄o =
c− q/2 + F/q −R(A)

R(A)− R(A)
> p̄∗o > p. (6)

There is p̂o > p̄o, suh that investments are e�ient if p̃ ≥ p̂o. In equilibrium

prinipals obtain payo�s π = 0 and old agents obtain payo�s

uo(p̃) =











q(R(A, p̃)− c) + q2+(1−q)2

2
− F if p̃ ≥ p̂o,

√

2q(R(A, p̃)− c + q)− 2F − q if p̄o < p̃ < p̂o,

0 if p̃ < p̄o.

(7)

In other words, under limited liability unemployment is higher than in the benh-

mark, and the payo�s of intermediate produtivity types' are lower.
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4.2 Career Conerns

As above old agents' payo�s (7) determine a young agent's signal value s(p̃):

s(p̃) =



















p̃uo(pS(p̃)) if p̃ < p̄o < pS(p̃),

p̃uo(pS(p̃))− uo(p̃) if pF (p̃) < p̄o < p̃,

p̃uo(pS(p̃)) + (1− p̃)uo(pF (p̃))− uo(p̃) if p̄o < pF (p̃) < p̂o,

0 otherwise.

Note here that, in ontrast to the benhmark, s(p̃) may be negative beause old

agents' payo�s are a onave funtion of p̃ for p̄o < p̃ < p̂o. Di�erentiating uo(p̃),

pS(.), and pF (.) implies the following properties.

Lemma 6 (Signal Value). Given old agents' equilibrium payo�s the signal value s(p̃)

(i) is stritly positive and stritly inreases for p p/(p+ p+ p̄o) < p̃ < p̄o,

(ii) stritly dereases for p̄o < p̃ < (p̄o − pp)/(1− p− p− p̄o),

(iii) inreases for p̃ > p̄o and p̃ > (p̄o − pp)/(1− p− p− p̄o).

Figure 1 illustrates these properties and ompares the equilibrium signal value to

the benhmark. Note that beause p̄∗o < p̄o the signal value is higher for expeted

produtivities lose to p̄o and lower for expeted produtivities lose to p under

limited liability than in the benhmark.

4.3 Young Agents

The ontrating problem of a prinipal and a young agent with expeted produtivity

p̃ is ompliated both by limited liability and areer onerns. As above, we take as

given the signal value s(p̃) and the agent's outside option u.

With areer onerns s(p̃), the inentive ompatibility onstraint of a �exible

ontrat requires

wa + s(p̃)− c+ ka = wb + kb.

The agent's partiipation onstraint is given by

q(wa + s(p̃)− c+ ka) + (1− q)(wb + kb) ≥ u. (8)
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Fig. 1: Old agents' payo�s and young agents' signal value in equilibrium (solid lines)

and benhmark (dashed lines).

The prinipal's payo� is

π = q(R(A, p̃)− wa)− (1− q)wb − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F. (9)

In ontrast to the ase of old agents, the partiipation onstraint (8) does not bind

if s(p̃) > c + u. In this ase wa = ka = 0, and, to ensure inentive ompatibility,

wb + kb = s(p̃)− c. Beause limited liability implies wb ≥ 0,

wb = 0 and kb = s(p̃)− c if s(p̃)− c ≤ 1− q, and

wb = s(p̃)− c− (1− q) and kb = 1− q otherwise.

Instead, if s(p̃) ≤ c + u ondition (8) binds and wb + kb = u = wa + s(p̃) − c + ka.
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Again, it is heaper to transfer utility in kind if ka < q and kb < 1− q, suh that

wa = 0 and ka = u+ c− s(p̃) if u+ c− s(p̃) < q and

wa = u+ c− s(p̃)− q and ka = q otherwise, and

wb = 0 and kb = u if u < 1− q and

wb = u− (1− q) and kb = 1− q otherwise. (10)

Career onerns bias the agent toward the visible task a. A �exible ontrat bal-

anes against this bias by providing adequate inentives for task b. Spei�ally, the

ontrat makes task a relatively more ostly than b by using an appropriate mix of

investments and monetary inentives. For young agents with low outside options,

the provision of employee perks satis�es the partiipation onstraint. To ensure in-

entive ompatibility the prinipal then optimally biases investments toward those

that omplement task b.

If a rigid ontrat is used to implement a for a young agent, inentive ompatibility

and individual rationality require

wa + s(p̃)− c+ ka ≥ wb + kb and wa + s(p̃)− c + ka ≥ u.

The prinipal's payo� is

π = qR(A, p̃) + (1− q)R(B, p̃)− wa − (k2
a + k2

b )/2− F.

Therefore the prinipal optimally sets kb = 0 and wb = 0. Analogous to the ase of

a �exible ontrat, the partiipation onstraint does not bind if s(p̃) > c + u. As a

onsequene ka = wa = 0. Otherwise, in-kind transfers in the form of the investment

ka are more pro�table than ash payments as long as ka < 1, as in the ase of old

agents. Therefore,

wa = 0 and ka = c− s(p̃) + u if c− s(p̃) + u ≤ 1, and

wa = c− s(p̃) + u− 1 and ka = 1 otherwise. (11)

Rigid ontrats emphasize produtive perks and do not provide employee perks.

They rely primarily on impliit inentives to enourage employees to hoose task a.

Monetary payments are used only for agents with su�iently high outside options.
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Note that if the outside option u is given by labor market equilibrium payo�s, the

partiipation onstraint neessarily holds in equilibrium (i.e., u ≥ s(p̃)− c), beause

the agent's payo� in any math with some prinipal is at least s(p̃)− c. Comparing

payo�s under rigid and �exible ontrats yields the following statement.

Lemma 7. For a young agent with expeted produtivity p̃ with outside option u ≥
s(p̃) − c, a rigid ontrat Pareto dominates a �exible ontrat if, and only if, both

outside option u and the signal value s(p̃) are su�iently large, that is, if

(i) u ≥ û(p̃), for a uto� value û(p̃), with û(p̃) > 0 if R(B, p̃) < 0, and

(ii) s(p̃) ≤ ŝ(u), where ŝ(u) is a dereasing funtion on [û(p̃),+∞) approahing

c− q −R(B, p̃) in the limit.

Corporate investments in produtive perks ka and employee perks kb maximize the

joint surplus given ontratual hoie if u ≥ q, and u ≥ 1− q, respetively.

That is, rigid ontrats are used for young agents with strong areer onerns

and good outside options. High outside options are neessary to make rigid ontrats

preferable under limited liability, beause the agent needs to ompensate the prinipal

for the derease in expeted revenue (R(B, p̃) instead of 0) through a lower wage.

Interpreting the outside option u as the agent's market value, Lemma 7 allows us

to tie ontratual and organizational hoie to the harateristis of employees. High

potentials (who have both high market and signal value) will reeive rigid ontrats

that disourage idleness and emphasize task a. Corporate investment is foused on

produtive perks. Hidden gems (who have low market and high signal value) re-

eive �exible ontrats and orporate investments are distorted to disourage signal

generation on the job. Organizations may e�iently invest in employee perks while

under-investing in produtive perks. Suh organizations emphasize the possibility of

staying idle and atively disourage employees from ativities that generate publi

signals. Finally, proven talents (who have low signaling value) reeive �exible on-

trats. Idleness is tolerated but not expliitly rewarded. Investment in produtive

perks is e�ient, and employee perks are used to reward the agent but not to a�et

task hoie.
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4.4 Equilibrium Organizational Choie

Given the prinipals' and old agents' labor market equilibrium payo�s (as stated in

Proposition 5) and using (10), we an ompute the di�erene in the omposition

of orporate investments in �exible ontrats between old and young agents. This

omparison yields the following proposition. Its proof is in the appendix.

Proposition 8. Consider a young agent and an old agent of equal expeted produ-

tivity p̃, both obtaining a �exible ontrat. Investment in employee perks kb is higher

for the young agent than for the old agent, and stritly so if kb < 1 − q for the old

agent. Investment in produtive perks ka is higher for the old agent than for the

young agent, and stritly so if ka < q for the young agent.

That is, the positive signal values of young agents bias orporate investment to-

ward employee perks whenever �exible ontrats are used. In suh ontrats, the

monetary and non-monetary inentives for task a need to be balaned by an appro-

priate reward for idleness, whih take the form of employee perks kb.
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Fig. 2: Investment in ka and kb, for given agent's produtivity and age.

Figure 2 depits the equilibrium orporate infrastruture investment for old and
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young agents at di�erent produtivity levels. As in the benhmark model, for young

agents the investment is disontinuous whenever the ontratual regime hanges. A

young agent reeiving a �exible ontrat enjoys higher kb (e.g., sports failities or

game rooms) and lower ka (e.g., o�e equipment or orporate jets) relative to an old

agent with the same produtivity. Young agents who reeive rigid ontrats enjoy

lower kb than old agents with the same produtivity.

To determine the struture of organizational and ontratual hoie in a labor

market equilibrium, we start by examining whih young agents will atually be em-

ployed. A young agent's equilibrium payo� uy(p̃) an be derived using the fat that

π = 0. In addition uy(p̃) stritly inreases in p̃ (see the proof of Lemma 9 below in the

appendix). Hene, there is a unique produtivity level p̄y suh that under a �exible

ontrat uy(p̃) ≥ 0 for p̃ ≥ p̄y and uy(p̃) < 0 otherwise. Beause the partiipation

onstraint is binding, uy(p̃) = 0 implies s(p̃) ≤ c. Hene p̄y is pinned down by

q(R(A, p̄)− wa)− k2
a/2− F = 0, (12)

with wa = 0 and ka = c− s(p̄y) if s(p̄y) < c− q, and wa = c− q − s(p̄y) and ka = q

otherwise. Aording to Lemma 7 a �exible ontrat Pareto dominates a rigid one for

small payo�s uy(p̃) ≤ û(p̃) with û(p̃) ≥ 0. This �nding implies the next statement.

Missing details are in the appendix.

Lemma 9. There is p̄y suh that all young agents with p̃ ≥ p̄y are hired by a prinipal.

For p̃ lose to p̄y this ontrat is �exible. Moreover, p̄y < p̄o: young agents are hired

by prinipals at lower produtivity levels than old agents.

As in the benhmark model, young agents are employed at lower produtivity

levels than old agents. However, in this ase marginal young agents (with p̃ lose to

p̄y) always reeive �exible rather than a rigid ontrats. The reason is that under

limited liability a young agent has no means to ompensate the prinipal for the

derease in expeted revenue (E[R(B, p̃)] instead of 0). This outome may be inef-

�ient, beause in the benhmark rigid hoie of a may be optimal for the marginal

young agent (e.g., for q > 1/2).

We now turn to the organizational hoie of the remaining �rms. By Lemma 7

young agents obtain rigid ontrats if they have both su�ient equilibrium payo�
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uy(p̃) and signal value s(p̃). Both are endogenous and, in equilibrium, depend on

eah other beause the signal value is part of a young agent's payo�. Spei�ally,

by Lemma 7 for a high enough payo� uy(p̃), a rigid ontrat is hosen if the signal

value exeeds a threshold ŝ(uy(p̃)) depending on the payo�. Beause π = 0 in equi-

librium, this threshold value beomes a funtion of p̃, whih �rst dereases before

inreasing. Beause s(p̃) �rst inreases before dereasing, there may be several in-

tersetion points, suh that the optimal ontratual and organizational hoies may

swith several times between �exible and rigid ontrats as p̃ inreases from p̄y to p.

This point is stated in the following proposition. Its proof is in the appendix.

Proposition 10 (Labor Market Outome). In a labor market equilibrium, old agents

obtain �exible ontrats if p̃ ≥ p̄o and stay idle otherwise, and young agents obtain

�exible or a rigid ontrats if p̃ ≥ p̄y and stay idle otherwise.

If R(B, p̃) is su�iently lose to 0 and c is su�iently lose to q there are thresholds

py < p1 < p2 ≤ p3 < p4 < p suh that the optimal ontrat for a young agent is:

(i) �exible for p̄y < p̃ < p1 with wa = 0, 0 < ka ≤ q, and 0 < kb ≤ 1− q,

(ii) rigid for p1 < p̃ < p2 and p3 < p̃ < p4 with wa ≥ 0, q < ka ≤ 1, and kb = 0,

(iii) �exible for p3 < p̃ < p with wa > 0, and ka = q, and 0 < kb ≤ 1− q.

That is, areer onerns generate organizational and ontratual heterogeneity for

young agents, as in the benhmark. Here, �rms reat to the agent's desire to signal

in one of three ways. For agents with low produtivity, p̄y < p̃ < p1, areer onerns

are strong, but the assoiated market payo� is low. These agents reeive �exible

ontrats with under-investment in ka used to disourage task a. This ase desribes

the hidden gems mentioned above. Agents with p1 < p̃ < p2 are high potentials,

with strong areer onerns and intermediate market values, whih enables them to

ompensate the prinipal for the expeted revenue loss if a rigid ontrat is used.

This ontrat may take the form of ka < 1 and wa = wb = 0, whih is reminisent

of unpaid internships that are ommon, for example, in journalism. Finally, agents

with high produtivity have weak areer onerns and high market value. Thus,

proven talents obtain �exible ontrats with e�ient investment in ka and possibly

in kb. Figure 3 summarizes these points and also shows the signal value threshold

ŝ(.), whih determines the di�erent regimes.
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Fig. 3: Contratual and organizational hoie depending on expeted produtivity p̃.

Contrats for agents with p̄y < p̃ < p̄o are an extreme form of disouraging work

and rewarding idleness, espeially when uy(p̄o) > 1−q, sine then wb > 0, but wa = 0.

Suh a ontrat pays a wage only if the agent remains idle, but then terminates the

relationship beause p̃ < p̄o. If the agent hooses task a and generates a signal, no

wage is paid and the agent will either move up to a better ontrat with a potentially

di�erent employer, or move out and fail to obtain a ontrat.

5 Disussion

5.1 If the Agent Is Not an Expert

Assume that both the agent and the prinipal observe the state of the world af-

ter writing a ontrat. In this ase, �exible ontrats will not have to satisfy the

agent's inentive ompatibility ondition. That is, investments in employee perks

and monetary rewards for task b will not need to equalize the payo�s aross states.
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Hene, under symmetri information investments ka and kb will always be hosen

at the e�ient ratio ka/kb = q/(1 − q). This fat also implies that the joint sur-

plus for a given produtivity is greater under symmetri information, whih matters

for agents with high signal value and expeted produtivity lose to p̄y (the hidden

gems in our terminology), who, in the model with asymmetri information, reeive

�exible ontrats with an ine�iently high ratio of employee to produtive perks.

This investment distortion auses the break-even produtivity p̄y to be higher under

asymmetri information than under symmetri information.

5.2 If the Routine Task b is Produtive

If task b is produtive, yielding a positive return r > 0 with R(A, p̃) > r > R(B, p̃),

the analysis derived above arries over qualitatively. A rigid ontrat will now be

more ostly but will still be hosen if the signal value is high enough relative to

r−R(b, p̃). The main di�erene from the results above is that young agents with low

expeted produtivity (the ones that are left unmathed when r = 0) are assigned to

rigid ontrats implementing the non-visible task b, whih allow us to interpret our

setup as a labor market with routine and omplex oupations.

One industry that this type of equilibrium desribes well ould be aademia.

Teahing ould be interpreted as the non-visible task, while researh orresponds

to the visible task. The organizational and ontratual hoies for entry positions

di�er markedly aross departments. Some departments favor organizational and

ontratual designs that primarily enourage task b (teahing) while relying on mar-

ket inentives for task a (i.e. researh output). Other departments appear to favor

the exat opposite by enouraging researh over teahing, using bonus payments

for publiations (but not for teahing), and providing large researh budgets. The

organizational struture in a third group seems to expliitly enourage both tasks.

5.3 Firm Sizes

The assumption that �rms onsist of pairs of prinipals and agents an easily be

extended if states are drawn independently aross agents. If orporate investments
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an be tailored to eah agent the analysis proeeds unhanged. If orporate in-

vestments have to be hosen for the whole �rm and agents are substitutes, optimal

investments would take into aount all employees' produtivities and signal values.

Eah prinipal would hire similar agents and math investments to an average of the

agents' attributes. The organizational struture within an industry would hange

disontinuously with the employees' average produtivity (see Gall, 2010, for a labor

market model with heterogeneous agents and prinipals and endogenous �rm sizes).

If agents are not substitutes (for instane beause young and old agents ould have

omplementary human apital) the optimal ontratual and investment hoie would

take into aount both agents' attributes, to blunt the e�et of a young agent's high

signal value. However, rigid ontrats will remain possible if their ost (c−R(B, p̃))

is su�iently small.

5.4 Tehnologial Change

Tehnologial hange may have an interesting e�et on the dynamis of the labor mar-

ket if di�erent produtivity types are a�eted di�erentially: if tehnologial hange

is skill biased. A simple way to model this e�et is to allow the top produtivity

p to inrease, whih implies that highly produtive agents are a�eted but not less

produtive agents. As a onsequene, old agents' market values inrease and the

wage shedule for old agents beomes more onvex.

This hange inreases the value of hoosing the visible task for young agents,

whih, in turn, inreases the desirability of rigid ontrats and exaerbates under-

investment in produtive perks. This e�et is partially ompensated for by an in-

rease in young agents' market values as expeted surplus inreases due to tehno-

logial hange. Overall, the use of rigid ontrats will inrease. That is, a shok that

a�ets only some type of agents may generate substantial reorganization of �rms in

this eonomy.

5.5 Dynamis

When moving from a two-period model to a multi-period model, the pattern de-

sribed above largely arries over. As in Gibbons and Murphy (1992), the value of
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hoosing ation a dereases over the lifetime of an agent. This derease re�ets the

diminishing net present value of future earnings and therefore the value of suess

as the agent grows older. In turn, this deline implies that the expeted produtiv-

ity of the marginal agent (who generates an expeted joint surplus of 0) inreases

with an agent's age. Hene, the organizational hoie desribed above funtions as

a sreening mehanism that beomes inreasingly demanding as agents grow older.

6 Conlusions

This paper has examined the organizational response to the areer onerns of agents

who have private information on the pro�tability of di�erent tasks. Prinipals'

hoies of ontrats and investment in orporate infrastruture are disontinuous in

agents' attributes. Firms that employ similar types of agents may optimally hoose

very di�erent organizational forms, suh as one that rewards idleness or one that re-

wards onspiuous ativities generating a publi signal. The reason is that generating

a publi signal may impose a ost on the prinipal, and rewarding idleness redues

an agent's inentive to generate a publi signal. However, if the agent values gen-

erating a publi signal enough, the prinipal may �nd that disouraging the agent

is too ostly. These results math empirial fats suh as the huge variety in the

use of employee perks and �rms' expetations of employees' willingness to perform

overtime work.

In the labor market equilibrium, three di�erent regimes of organizational hoie

an emerge: hidden gems (agents lose to break-even produtivity) reeive �exible

ontrats that balane areer onerns by rewarding idleness, but orporate invest-

ments are under-provided as a result of limited liability. This situation may re�et

a market failure beause the surplus maximizing organization hoie absent limited

liability tends to enourage the visible task by mean of rigid ontrats. High poten-

tials (agents of intermediate produtivities) reeive rigid ontrats enouraging visi-

ble ativities and disouraging idleness, and are rewarded by produtive perks that

omplement the visible task. Proven talents (agents of high produtivity) have weak

areer onerns and reeive �exible ontrats, where areer onerns are balaned

using monetary payments, and orporate infrastruture investments are e�ient.
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Career onerns depend on the onvexity of future payo�s. As onvexity inreases,

the signal value assoiated with performing a visible task inreases as well. Hene, for

more onvex wage shedules �rms will inreasingly hoose an organizational form that

disourages idleness, orresponding to the well-known negative empirial relationship

between worse market onditions (higher unemployment rate) and sik-days leave.

To derive the results in a tratable manner, we hose the model setup for sim-

pliity rather than generality. For instane, the e�ort hoie by the agent is disrete.

An extension ould onsider ontinuous e�ort, and explore the relationship between

organizational hoie and the power of monetary inentives. Another extension that

appears promising ould allow for heterogeneity among prinipals. This modi�ation

would introdue the possibility of externalities from task hoie.

Finally, the model has impliations for the analysis of job turnover and internal

labor markets. Performing the visible task generates a publi signal and thus an

update of the agent's expeted produtivity. This signal also hanges the organiza-

tional setup for the agent in the following period (i.e., when the agent hanges jobs).

Thus, a rigid ontrat an be interpreted as an 'up or out' work environment, where

employees are either promoted or �red. A �exible ontrat allows for the possibility

that an agent stays idle and remains in the organization in the following period.

That is, turnover is lower in �rms that use employee perks.

A Mathematial Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

Denote by τ the prior belief over the distribution of p and p, so that p̃ = τp+(1−τ)p.

Then

pS(p̃) =
τp

τp + (1− τ)p
p +

(

1− τp

τp + (1− τ)p

)

p.

Using p̃ = τp+ (1− τ)p yields the expression in the lemma. An analogous argument

yields pF (p̃). If an agent hose task b or remained unmathed in the �rst period no

new information is generated, therefore pI(p̃) = p̃.
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Proof of Proposition 2

Without limited liability the prinipal's hoie of investments and ontrat type also

maximizes expeted joint surplus in a math. The expeted joint surplus with a

young agent given optimal investments is

E[πj+ui] = q[R(A, p̃)− c+ s∗(p̃)] + (q2 + (1− q)2)/2− F with a �exible ontrat,

E[πj+ui] = qR(A, p̃) + (1− q)R(B, p̃)− c+ s∗(p̃) + 1/2− F with rigid hoie of a,

E[πj+ui] = 1/2− F with rigid hoie of b.

Bilateral omparison then yields the statements in the proposition, beause F ≥ 1/2

implies that rigid hoie of b is dominated. For a math to be pro�table E[πj +ui] ≥
F , that is

qR(A, p̃) ≥ F − (q2 + (1− q)2)/2 + q(c− s∗(p̃)) with a �exible ontrat,

qR(A, p̃) + (1− q)R(B, p̃) ≥ c− s∗(p̃) + F − 1/2 with a rigid ontrat.

Sine both expressions inrease in p̃ for p̃ ≤ p̄∗o and a young agent with p̄∗o must be

employed, there is p̄∗y < p̄∗o suh that all young agents with p̃ ≥ p̄∗y are employed.

p̄∗y is given by R(A, p̄∗y) = c−s∗(p̄∗y)+F/q+1−q−1/(2q) ifR(B, p̄∗y) ≥ c−s∗(p̄∗y)−q

and by qR(A, p̄∗y) + (1− q)R(B, p̄∗y) = c− s∗(p̄∗y) + F − 1/2 otherwise.

Proof of Proposition 3

Beause s∗(p̃) attains a maximum at p̄∗o, rigid ontrats will be used if c−q < s∗(p̄∗o)+

R(B, p̄∗o). Suppose this is the ase. As both s∗(p̃) and R(B, p̃) inrease in p̃ for p̃ < p̄∗o,

there is at most one p1 ∈ [p̄∗y, p̄
∗

o), suh that c− q− s∗(p1) = R(B, p1). Beause s
∗(p̃)

approahes 0 as p̃ approahes p, a �exible ontrat is used for p̃ in the neighborhood of

p. Hene, there is at least one p2 ∈ (p̄∗o, p), suh that c−q−s∗(p2) = R(B, p2). Beause

both s∗(p̃) and R(B, p̃) are linear funtions of p̃, there is at most one suh p2. This

implies that c− q < s∗(p̄∗o) +R(B, p̄∗o) is also neessary for the use of rigid ontrats.

Sine u∗

o(pS(p̄
∗

o)) = q(R(A, pS(p̄
∗

o))−c)+(q2+(1−q)2)−F > 0, p̄∗ou
∗

o(pS(p̄
∗

o)) > 0 and

there are c, q < c lose enough to c, and R(B, p̃) < 0 lose enough to 0 for p̃ ∈ [p, p],

suh that c− q −R(B, p̄∗o) < q(R(A, pS(p̄
∗

o))− c) + (q2 + (1− q)2)− F . For the last
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statement in the proposition note that c−s∗(p̃) ≤ (1−q)R(B, p̃)+1/2 (the ondition

that a rigid ontrat generates positive surplus) implies c− s∗(p̃) ≤ q +R(B, p̃) (the

ondition that a rigid Pareto dominates a �exible ontrat) if 1/2 < q(1−R(B, p̃)).

Proof of Proposition 4

It su�es to ompare the rigid hoie of a to a �exible ontrat (the rigid hoie of

b yields a payo� of 0). Suppose u < 1 − c �rst, whih implies u < 1 − q. A �exible

ontrat is more pro�table if

(1− q)c+ q2/2 + (1− q)u− u2/2 > (1− q)R(B, p̃) + c+ u− (c+ u)2/2.

After some rearranging this beomes

(c− q)2/2 + (c− q)u > (1− q)R(B, p̃),

where the LHS is stritly positive. Let now 1 − c < u < 1 − q. Then a �exible

ontrat is more pro�table if

(1− q)c+ q2/2 + (1− q)u− u2/2 > (1− q)R(B, p̃) + 1/2.

This beomes

c− (1 + q)/2 + u(1− u)/(2(1− q))) > R(B, p̃).

Sine 1− c < u < 1− q by assumption, the LHS is bounded below by (c− q)/2 > 0.

Finally, in ase u > 1− q the ondition is the same as in the benhmark ase. This

establishes the statement. The seond statement follows from omputing expeted

payo�s and the statements on investments have been derived in the text.

Proof of Proposition 5

Compute �rst the minimum produtivity of an old agent required to generate positive

surplus in �rm. Note that positive surplus is only generated if task a is hosen with

positive probability and by Proposition 4 a �exible ontrat Pareto dominates a

rigid one. Using a �exible ontrat a prinipal j and an old agent i with expeted

produtivity p̃ have positive expeted surplus πj + ui if

πj = q(R(A, p̃)− c) + q2/2− u2
i /2 ≥ F for 0 ≤ ui ≤ 1− q.
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That is, with an old agent joint surplus an be positive only if

p̃ ≥ c− q

2
+ F/q −R(A)

R(A)−R(A)
.

Note that p̄o > p̄∗o, so that by Assumption (A2) also p̄o > p for all π ≥ 0. Hene,

agents with high enough expeted produtivity to break even are sare, sine the

measure of prinipals equals the one of all agents. Therefore in any labor market

equilibrium eah prinipal obtains payo� πj = 0. Sine πj = 0 investments in a

�exible ontrat are e�ient if ui ≥ 1− q, that is,

q(R(A, p̃)− c) + (q2 + (1− q)2)/2− F ≥ 1− q.

Solving for p̃ yields

p̂o =
c− q + F/q −R(A) + 1

2q

R(A)−R(A)
> p̄o. (13)

This allows omputation of old agents' equilibrium payo�s uo(p̃) as a funtion of

their expeted produtivity p̃ as given by expression (7) in the proposition.

Proof of Lemma 6

Parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma have been disussed in the benhmark ase. Regarding

part (iii), di�erentiating s(p̃) yields

∂s(p̃)

∂p̃
=uo(pS(p̃))− uo(pF (p̃)) + p̃

∂uo(pS(p̃))

∂pS

∂pS(p̃)

∂p̃

+ (1− p̃)
∂uo(pF (p̃))

∂pF

∂pF (p̃)

∂p̃
− ∂uo(p̃)

∂p̃
. (14)

Sine part (iii) requires p̃ to satisfy p̄o < pF (p̃) < p̂o, neessarily uo(p
F (p̃)) > 0.

Realling that pF (p̃) =
p̃(1−p−p)+pp

1−p̃
and using the de�nition of p̂o in (13) it is easily

veri�ed that pF (p̃) > p̄o implies that p̃ > p̂o. Therefore uo(p̃) > 1−q by the de�nition

of p̂o, and uo(p
F (p̃)) > 0 as argued above, so that

∂uo(pS(p̃))
∂pS

= ∂uo(p̃)
∂p

> ∂uo(pF (p̃))
∂pF

and

the derivative (14) is positive.
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Proof of Lemma 7

By assumption u ≥ s(p̃) − c, and the partiipation onstraint binds for both types

of ontrats. We need to distinguish several ases.

Suppose u < s(p̃)−c+q �rst. Then wa = 0 in both ontrats and a rigid ontrat

is preferred to a �exible ontrat if

− u2

2
< (1− q)R(B, p̃) if u ≤ 1− q

1− q

2
− u < R(B, p̃) if u > 1− q.

That is, a �exible ontrat is preferable if u < s(p̃)− c+ q and

u < û(p̃) =:

{

(1− q)/2− R(B, p̃) if − 2R(B, p̃) ≥ 1− q
√

2(1− q)(−R(B, p̃) otherwise.

(15)

Turn now to the ase s(p̃)− c+ q ≤ u ≤ s(p̃) + 1− c. Surplus is higher under a

�exible than under a rigid ontrat if

q(s(p̃)− c) +
q2

2
− u+ (1− q)kb −

k2
b

2
> (1− q)R(B, p̃)− (u− s(p̃) + c)2

2
.

Solving for s(p̃) this yields a quadrati equation. Its determinant is positive if, and

only if, u ≥ û(p̃); otherwise the ondition that a �exible ontrat is preferable always

holds. Supposing u ≥ û(p̃) the ondition beomes

s(p̃) < ŝ(u) := u+c−q−
{

√

2(1− q)(u+R(B, p̃)− (1− q)/2) if u ≥ 1−q
√

(u2 + 2(1− q)R(B, p̃)) otherwise.

(16)

This de�nes a funtion ŝ(u) for u ≥ û(p̃) and ŝ(u) + q − c ≤ u ≤ ŝ(u) + 1− c. Sine

ŝ(u) ≤ u+ c− q holds for the expression above, only the upper bound has a bite and

beomes

(1− q)2 − 2(1− q)R(B, p̃) ≥
{

2(1− q)(u− (1− q)/2) if u ≥ 1−q

u2
otherwise.

Beause (1−q)2−2(1−q)R(B, p̃) > (1−q)2, the ondition ŝ(u)+q−c ≤ u ≤ ŝ(u)+1−c

holds if and only if û ≤ u ≤ 1−q−R(B, p̃). Di�erentiating yields that ŝ(u) is stritly

dereasing on this interval.
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Finally, let u > s(p̃) + 1− c. A �exible ontrat is now pro�table if

q(s(p̃)− c) +
q2

2
+ (1− q)kb −

k2
b

2
> (1− q)R(B, p̃)− c+ s(p̃) + 1/2.

That is,

s(p̃) < c− R(B, p̃)−
{

q if u ≥ 1− q

((1 + q)/2− u+ u2/(2(1− q))) otherwise.

This de�nes ŝ(u) for u > 1−q−R(B, p̃), beause by assumption ŝ(u)−u−c+1 < 0,

whih in turn beomes 1−u−R(B, p̃) < q, as (1−q)2−2(1−q)R(B, p̃) < u2 < (1−q)2

yields a ontradition. That is,

ŝ(u) = c− q − R(B, p̃) > 0 (17)

for u > 2(1− q − R(B, p̃)).

Surplus e�ieny follows diretly from the harateristis of the optimal ontrats

(10) and (11). This establishes the proposition.

Proof of Proposition 8

The statement is obvious for ka sine ka = q for old agents by Proposition 4, while

ka < q for a young agent with outside option u < s(p̃) + q − c, see (10).

For kb note that if kb < 1− q in a �exible ontrat, neessarily kb = u for young

and kb = uo(p̃) for old agents. Beause π = 0 in equilibrium, in a �exible ontrat a

young agent obtains payo� uy(p̃), whih equals the outside option u, determined by

0 = q(R(A, p̃)− c+ ka + s(p̃))− quy(p̃)−
k2
a + uy(p̃)

2

2
− F if uy(p̃) ≤ 1− q,

with ka = min{q; uy(p̃) + c− s(p̃)}. By Proposition 5 an old agent obtains

uo(p̃) =
√

2q(q +R(A, p̃)− c)− 2F − q for uo(p̃) ≤ 1− q.

Clearly, uo(p̃) < uy(p̃) whenever ka = q. Suppose therefore ka = uy(p̃) + c − s(p̃).

Then

uy(p̃) = −c− s(p̃)

2
+
√

qR(A, p̃)− F − (c− s(p̃))2/4.
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Then uo(p̃) < uy(p̃) if

0 <
q

2
(R(A, p̃) + q − c+ s(p̃)) + s(p̃) + (2q − c+ s(p̃))

√

4qR(A, p̃)− (c− s(p̃))2.

This must be true for p̃ if an old agent with p̃ obtains a �exible ontrat, sine to

generate positive joint surplus q(p̃R(A) + q/2− c) > 0.

Proof of Lemma 9

Using π = 0, (10), and (9), the equilibrium payo� uy(p̃) of a young agent with

expeted produtivity p̃ under a �exible ontrat is given by

uy(p̃) =



















√

qR(A, p̃)−F−(c−s(p̃))2/4−(c−s(p̃))/2 if uy(p̃)<1− q, q+s(p̃)−c
√

2q(R(A, p̃)+s(p̃)−c+q)−2F−q if q+s(p̃)−c<uy(p̃)<1−q
√

2[(1−q)(1− q+c−s(p̃))+qR(A, p̃)−F ]−1+s(p̃)−c+q if 1−q<uy(p̃)<q+s(p̃)−c

q(R(A, p̃)−c+s(p̃)+q/2)+(1−q)2/2− F if uy(p̃)>1−q, q+s(p̃)−c.

Under a rigid ontrat,

uy(p̃) =

{

√

2(qR(A, p̃) + (1− q)R(B, p̃)− F )− c+ s(p̃)) if E[R(s, p̃)] < 1/2

qR(A, p̃) + (1− q)R(B, p̃)− c+ s(p̃) + 1/2− F if E[R(s, p̃)] ≥ 1/2.

Note that lifetime utility for an agent is thus given by uy(p̃) + uo(p̃). Establish �rst

that uy(p̃) stritly inreases in p̃ when implementing task a at least some of the time.

For this we need that

∂s(p̃)
∂p̃

> −[R(A) − R(A)], whih is easily veri�ed using the

de�nitions of s(p̃) and uo(p̃), whih inreases in p̃ as does pS(p̃). In all ases the �rst

derivative of uy(p̃) with respet to p̃ is positive.

To hek whih of the above ases holds for uy(p̄y) = 0, note �rst that uy(p̄y) <

1− q so that kb = uy(p̄y). Moreover, s(p̄y) ≤ c. Suppose otherwise, then the agent's

payo� in the �rm is at least s(p̄y) − c > 0. But then there is p̃ < p̄y suh that

s(p̃) − c > 0. Hene, uy(p̄y) = 0 and s(p̄y) > c annot both hold. Hene, either

uy(p̄y) < 1 − q, q + s(p̄y) − c or q + s(p̄y) − c < uy(p̄y) < 1 − q must be the ase.

Setting uy(p̄y) = 0 then yields

R(A, p̄y) = F/q + (c− s(p̄y))
2/(2q) if s(p̄y) > c− q and

R(A, p̄y) = c− s(p̄y) + F/q − q/2 otherwise.
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This immediately implies p̄y > p̄o given by (6), sine R(A, p̄o) = c− q/2 + F/q, with

a strit inequality sine s(p̄o) > 0. This also implies that s(p̄y) = p̄yuo(pS(p̄y)), whih

ensures that s(p̃) is inreasing at p̄y. Using the de�nition of s(p̃) yields the uto�

produtivity in terms of the primitives.

Lemma 11. ŝ(uy(p̃)) de�ned in (16) and (17) is a funtion of p̃ that stritly dereases

for p̃ ∈ [p̄y, p1] for some p > p1 > p̄y and stritly dereases for uy(p̃) ≥ 1− q.

Proof: Note that uy(p̃) ≥ û(p̃), whih was de�ned in (15), implies that there is

p1 > 0 suh that p̃ ≥ p1, beause
∂uy(p̃)
∂p̃

> ∂û(p̃)
∂p̃

.

Suppose that û(p̃) ≤ uy(p̃) < 1− q �rst. Then

∂ŝ(uy(p̃))

∂p̃
=

∂uy(p̃)

∂p̃
−

uy(p̃)
∂uy(p̃)
∂p̃

+ (1− q)(R(B)− R(B))
√

(uy(p̃))2 + 2(1− q)R(B, p̃)
. (18)

Note that

∂uy(p̃)

∂p̃
> 0 (see proof of Lemma 9).

∂ŝ(uy(p̃))

∂p̃
< 0 as uy(p̃) approahes û(p̃)

if

û(p̃)
∂uy(p̃)

∂p̃
+ (1− q)(R(B)− R(B)) > 0,

as the nominator of the seond term in (18) tends to zero. This ondition neessarily

holds if R(B) > R(B). This establishes the �rst laim in the lemma.

Turn now to the ase 1 − q ≤ uy(p̃) < 1 − q − R(B, p̃). Di�erentiating uy(p̃) in

this ase yields

∂uy(p̃)

∂p̃
= q

(

R(A)− R(A) +
∂s(p̃)

∂p̃

)

.

Di�erentiating ŝ(uy(p̃)) with respet to p̃ yields

∂ŝ(uy(p̃))

∂p̃
=

∂uy(p̃)

∂p̃
−
√

1− q

∂uy(p̃)

∂p̃
+R(B)− R(B)

√

2(uy(p̃) +R(B, p̃)− (1− q)/2)
. (19)

The seond derivative is positive if s(p̃) is onvex:

∂2ŝ(uy(p̃))

∂p̃2
=q

∂2s(p̃)

∂p̃2

(

1−
√
1− q

√

2(uy(p̃) +R(B, p̃)− (1− q)/2)

)

+
√

1− q

(

q
(

R(A)− R(A) + ∂s(p̃)
∂p̃

)

+R(B)− R(B)
)2

2(uy(p̃) +R(B, p̃)− (1− q)/2)
> 0. (20)
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Note that as uy(p̃) approahes 1 − q both ŝ(uy(p̃)) and its �rst derivative onverge

both from below and from above.

For û(p̃) ≤ uy(p̃) ≤ 1 − q − R(B, p̃) the funtion ŝ(uy(p̃)) stritly dereases, as

an be quikly veri�ed using (19),

∂ŝ(1−q−R(B,p̃))
∂p̃

= −(R(B)− R(B)) < 0.

In ase uy(p̃) > 1− q−R(B, p̃) ŝ(uy(p̃)) is a linear, dereasing funtion of p̃ with

slope −(R(B) − R(B)), whih does not require onvexity of s(p̃). This establishes

the lemma.

Proof of Proposition 10

The uto� values p̄o and p̄y have been established before. A rigid ontrat is prefer-

able for produtivity p̃ if, and only if, s(p̃) ≥ ŝ(uy(p̃)). By lemma 9 the optimal

ontrat for young agents with p̃ ≥ p̄y in the neighborhood of p̄y is �exible. Hene,

there is p1 ∈ (p̄y, p], suh that �exible ontrats are optimal for py ≤ p̃ ≤ p1. Clearly,

limp̃→p s(p̃) = 0, while ŝ(uy(p̃)) > 0 as de�ned in the proof of Lemma 7. Therefore

there is p4 ∈ [p̄y, p), suh that �exible ontrats are optimal for p4 ≤ p̃ ≤ p.

Next we derive a su�ient ondition for existene of rigid ontrats (i.e. p̄y <

p1 < p4 < p). To do so we fous on p̄o where s(p̃) attains a maximum. A rigid

ontrat is desirable for p̄o if uy(p̄o) > û(p̄o) and s(p̄o) > ŝ(uy(p̄o)). Using the

de�nition of ŝ(uy(p̃)) in the proof of Lemma 7, a su�ient ondition for the seond is

s(p̄o) ≥ uy(p̄o)+c−q. Beause uo(p̄o) = 0 and ka = q for the old agent, it follows that

uy(p̄o) ≥ s(p̄o) + q− c i� s(p̄o) + q− c ≤
√

2q(c− q), and s(p̄o) + q− c >
√

2q(c− q)

implies uy(p̄o) >
√

2q(c− q). Hene, for c− q su�iently small s(p̄o) > ŝ(uy(p̄o)).

uy(p̄o) > û(p̄o) holds if

uy(p̄o) >

{

(1− q)/2− R(B, p̄o)/q if − 2R(B, p̄o) ≥ 1− q
√

2(1− q)(−R(B, p̄o)) otherwise.

(21)

Beause uy(p̄o) >
√

2q(c− q), for any c > q there is a funtion R(B, p̃) with

|R(B, p̃)| < (1−q)/2 small enough for all p̃ suh that the above ondition is satis�ed.

That is, if e�ort ost c and expeted revenue of task b, R(B, p̃) for all p̃ are

su�iently lose to q and to 0, respetively, there is a produtivity p̄y < p̄o < p suh

that a young agent with that produtivity reeives a rigid ontrat.
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ŝ(uy(p̃)) stritly dereases in the neighborhood of p̄o and eventually stritly de-

reases for uy(p̃) > 1 − q by Lemma 11. Sine s(p̃) on the other hand �rst stritly

inreases, then stritly dereases, and has a unique maximum, optimality of rigid

ontrats for p̄o implies there are p < pa < pb < p suh that rigid ontrats are

optimal for pa < p̃ < pb.

If ŝ(uy(p̃)) is onvex this implies that ŝ(p̃) and s(p̃) interset twie at most and

therefore pa = p1 and pb = p4. Otherwise, there may be more intersetion points.

Optimality of �exible ontrats for p̄y ≤ p̃ ≤ p1 and p4 ≤ p̃ ≤ p implies then existene

of p2 ≤ p3 suh that rigid ontrats are preferred for p1 ≤ p̃ ≤ p2 and p3 ≤ p̃ ≤ p4.

For �exible ontrats kb = min{1 − q; uy(p̃)}. Therefore 0 < kb ≤ 1 − q for

p̃ > p̄y. For rigid ontrats kb = 0. Rigid ontrats are optimal only if s(p̃) >

ŝ(p̃). This implies uy(p̃) + c − s(p̃) > q (see proof of Lemma 7). This means that

q < ka ≤ 1 in rigid ontrats. For s(p̃) < ŝ(p̃) a �exible ontrat is optimal, with

ka = min{uy(p̃) + c − s(p̃); q}. Sine uy(p̃) + c − s(p̃) > q for p1 < p̃ < p2 and

∂uy(p̃)
∂p̃

> ∂s(p̃)
∂p̃

for q > 1/2, uy(p̃) + c− s(p̃) > q and ka = q for p̃ > p2.

Finally, a su�ient ondition for rigid ontrats not to our is s(p̃) < c − q −
R(B, p̃) for all [p̄o, p]. This is implied by s(p̄o) < c− q − R(B, p̄o).
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